
Exclamative Interrogatives 

This paper reports ongoing work on a kind of speech act that has not been (to our knowledge) 
discussed in the literature, which we label Exclamative-Interrogatives (EI). Our goal is twofold: 
to model the semantic properties of EIs, and to contribute more generally to our understanding of 
non-canonical speech-acts. We consider data from English and Italian only, even though we ex-
pect EIs to exist in a variety of other languages too. EIs seem to share properties with both inter-
rogative and exclamative sentences. The English example in (1) shows that EIs have an interrog-
ative syntax. (We mark EI with `?!’).  
(1) (Geez), how much salt did you put in this soup?!     (EI) 
However, EIs can be distinguished from canonical interrogative sentences by their prosodic con-
tour, and by the set of answers compatible with this speech act. (2c) illustrates EIs in Italian. 
(2) a. Speaker: How much salt is in this soup?           (canonical question) 

    Addressee: A teaspoon./Only a teaspoon./#Yes, I know right?/#No, I think it's fine. 
b. Speaker: (Geez), how much salt is in this soup?!           (EI) 
    Addressee:  #A teaspoon./Only a teaspoon./Yes, I know right?/No, I think it's fine. 
c. Speaker: (Ma) quanto sale c’è nella minestra?!     (EI) 
            How much salt is in the soup?! 

1. Addressee: #Un pizzico (a pinch)/Solo un pizzico (only a pinch)/Sì, lo so! (Yes, I    
know)/No, per me va bene (no, for me it’s fine)

EIs have two more distinctive properties: (i) they convey that the degree of the property in ques-
tion is higher than what the speaker expected (or, alternatively, than some contextually salient 
standard); (ii) they require that the speaker has first-hand evidence about the degree in question. 
Property (i) is illustrated by the possible answers in (1b): in particular, when answering Yes, I 
know, right?, the addressee is communicating that they agree with the speaker’s judgment that 
there is a lot of salt in the soup, and when answering No, I think it’s fine, the addressee communi-
cates that in their opinion there is not too much salt in the soup, thus disagreeing with the speak-
er. Property (ii) is illustrated by (4). 

(3) Paul and Pru know that Mary typically makes unsweet desserts. Pru tries some cake that 
Mary made and whispers to Paul that the cake is very sweet. Paul, who hasn't tried the 
cake yet, is surprised:      
Paul: How much sugar is in this cake? / #?! 

In (4), even though (assuming that Paul believes Pru) Paul believes that the degree to which the 
cake is sweet is higher than what is expected, he does not have direct evidence about it and the 
EI is infelicitous. Notably, EIs share these properties with wh-exclamatives. By uttering (5), for 
example, the speaker communicates that the length of the movie exceeds its expected length 
(Rett 2008) and that she has direct evidence about it.  

(4) Gosh, how long this movie is!         (ex-
clamative) 

We argue that EIs are biased questions. They denote questions and are information-seeking, but 
carry an exclamative bias, and we explore the possibility of modeling this bias as a combination 
of a presupposition and a conventional implicature. For example, the EI in (1)  (i) presupposes 



that there is evidence available to the speaker and hearer in the context about the amount of salt 
in the soup; (ii) conventionally implicates that the degree of salt in the soup is higher than what is 
expected; (iii) asks what that degree is. 
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